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Liberating Western Sahara from colonial power: A case of a disputed territory

The seminar was held at the University of Pretoria in the Merensky library auditorium room
level 3. It addressed the issue of human rights violation and territorial encroachment of
Western Sahara by Morocco with 5 panellists sharing their views on possible ways forward
to resolve the problem peacefully.

Brief Background on the Western Sahara and Moroccan

The Western Sahara conflict is an ongoing conflict between the Sahrawi Arab Democratic
Republic/Polisario Front and the Kingdom of Morocco. The conflict originated from an
insurgency by the Polisario Front against Spanish colonial forces from 1973 to 1975 and the
subsequent Western Sahara War against Morocco between 1975 and 1991. Today the
conflict is dominated by unarmed civil campaigns of the Polisario Front and their
self-proclaimed SADR state to gain fully recognized independence for Western Sahara. With
a number of sovereignty and territorial disputes, to date large parts of Western Sahara are
controlled by the Moroccan Government and known as the Southern Provinces, whereas
some 20% of the Western Sahara territory remains controlled by the Sahrawi Arab
Democratic Republic (SADR), the Polisario state with limited international recognition. The
questions of mutual recognition, establishment of a possible Sahrawi state and the large
numbers of Sahrawi refugees displaced by the conflict are among the key issues of the
ongoing Western Sahara peace process. What is the best solution forward for Western
Sahara, continued war or a new mediation strategy that addresses the issue from the
grassroots with adoption of the African solutions for African problems?

Prof Cori Wielenga of the CMA welcomed everyone to the seminar. This was followed by the
presentation by Ambassador Mohamed Yeslem Beisat Deish. Highlights from his
presentation include:

● The Global North shows partiality in the implementation of human rights laws
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● The world tolerates injustice and only acts when there is a direct interest or benefit
connected to it.

● The Western powers claim to be supporters of human rights, yet they turn a blind eye
on the Western Sahara by indirectly supporting the suppression by Morocco. Spain
and France are at the centre of the ongoing crisis.

● There is need for solidarity in Africa to address the consequences of colonisation.
The AU and other regional organisations need to step up and call out the human
rights violations happening in Western Sahara.

ANC Youth League Vice President Skosana

● Stressed the need for South African Youth to stand in solidarity with Western Sahara,
recalling the role it played in the supply of arms to South Africa during Apartheid

● Encouraged the South African youth to donate in any way they can for the Sahrawi
camps to show solidarity. Need for consistency in showing solidarity

● Questioned the presence of the South African Embassy in Morocco, saying that this
relationship weakens the solidarity with Western Sahara.

Jean- Jacques Cornish, reporter and journalist

● Distortion of the narrative by Morocco

● Morocco as the new African bully how they inherited the apartheid system

Jacqueline Coetzer

● Socio-economic disparities in Morocco as the government is straining the resources
to maintain its suppression in Western Sahara

● Resource theft from Western Sahara by Morocco and Western countries are
supporting such

● Recommended to check    Western Sahara resource watch it is informative to
understand the situation at hand

● Spain has failed to maintain the social contract in Western Sahara to protect them

● Morocco blackmails Spain and therefore weakens any voice against the social and
human ills happening in the region.

● France is Morocco’s third largest weapon buyer which is an indirect support or
financing for the ongoing war

● Emphasised on a solidarity movement for Western Sahara

● NB: Invite to meet on  at the Monday Union Buildings at 10 AM march to the
Moroccan embassy



Prof Cori Wielenga

● Why has mediation failed in the Western Sahara?

● Not enough attention to the root of the conflict and even from the African approach

● What would be a radical rethink in the case of Western Sahara? Use of track 3

mediation

● Perhaps it is time to have mediation that allows the creation of a dialogue with

ordinary people in the conflict

Questions from the audience:

What has the AU done in the context of Western Sahara?

Efforts have been made to mediate by other heads of states that are in good books with
either Western Sahara or Morocco

Can we trust mediation considering that it has failed in the past?

Dr. Sokfa John: We cannot abandon mediation but rather there is a need to rethink
mediation and use it from a bottom approach whereby the grassroot of the conflict is
addressed. At the same time there should be continued pressure on the suppressing
government.

There is a need to educate the people about what is happening in West Sahara.

-Compiled by Tabitha Sagandira


